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Introduction 

 
Narrator 

Is your firm's recycling bin filled with cardboard? Do you have stacks of wooden pallets waiting for the 
garbage truck or recyler? Is your storage area filled with cardboard boxes, foam peanuts and other shipping 
materials? If so you're not alone. 

Most manufacturers keep an eagle eye on waste from their manufacturing processes. They know that 
increasing the efficiency of their materials use will cut costs and improve the bottom line. But while you're 
watching what you produce you may be overlooking how you package and transport your product. 

According to the EPA one-third of the waste in a typical manufacturing and distribution operation is 
packaging. And whether it goes into the recycling bin, the trash or on to your customers it costs money to 
buy, time to handle, space to store and resources to create. 

The key is to prevent waste in the first place. When we practice waste prevention we do great things for the 
environment and for our bottom line. 

Derek Smith-Norm Thompson 

At Norm Thompson what we really want to prove that sustainability is the right thing to do not only for the 
planet but also for business. That the environment and the economy are in fact congruent not at odds at all. 
We have in the same year that we will reduce our waster in half we will contribute $500,000 to the bottom 
line through sustainability efforts. And over the course of the next five years as we reach our zero waste 
goal we will contribute $5 million dollars to the bottom line. We think that's very doable. 

Narrator 

The great news is that waste prevention is something we all can do. All we have to do is look at our 
operations from a different angle. 

 
Jane Krause-Legacy Good Samaritan Hospital 

We've also looked at things differently. And maybe we don't need to open as many supplies all at 
once…including when you start a case in surgery you often have saline and water. Perhaps you could use 
just the saline or just the water. So, everyone's gone through a thought process of what they can do to 
reduce waste. 

Narrator 



Manufacturing and distribution operations provide a wealth of opportunities to prevent waste. And making 
a small change in your operation can make a big change in the bottom line—both financially and 
environmentally. 

There are five general areas where your firm can look to prevent waste…packaging received from 
suppliers…in-house manufacturing and transportation processes…items sent to customers…toxic materials 
and waste that could be used by others. 

Each of these areas provides lots of opportunities to rethink the way we do things. You don't have to be a 
big business to see the results. Even small businesses are saving time, resources and money by preventing 
waste before it begins. 

Section 1: Reducing Waste from Suppliers 

 
Narrator 

Cooperatively owned First Alternative Grocery in Corvallis is one of many firms that prefers reusable 
shipping containers to disposable ones. 

Jonathan Carroll-First Alternative Grocery 

We have a system with our local growers in the produce. They use reusable totes to deliver their produce 
here. We stock the produce…return the totes to the farmer. They fill it back up with produce and deliver it 
to us again thus completing the cycle. This is beneficial to the grower in that it cuts their costs down 
considerably. The average wax box runs between a dollar fifty and two bucks for the box. Some of these 
totes we've been using upwards to seven years. It saves a considerable amount of money. 

Narrator 

When they can't substitute reusable containers they try to get full use from the boxes they do receive. 

Jonathan Carroll-First Alternative Grocery 

A lot of this product we need to catalog and rather than going out and buying new bins to do that we reuse 
boxes that other product came in. It saves us on cost a lot. In fact a lot of the shelving and equipment here 
at First Alternative is bought second hand at auctions. 

Narrator 

Nypro Oregon in Corvallis produces injected plastic parts for the medical supply and printer industries. 
Replacing 

 

disposable cardboard shipping boxes with reusable containers helps keep their waste low and costs down. 

John Wilson-Nypro Oregon 



These totes are brought into our tote room just back from being cleaned—washed , dried and ready to cycle 
back into our production area where they will be filled again with finished goods…brought out of the air 
lock…and placed on a pallet to ship to our customer. And then in turn from our customer's point will again 
go to be washed, dried and cycled back to us for their next use. At the end of their cycle as they start 
showing stress after five to six years the entire tote and lid are reground into little…minut…what we call 
regrind and sold to another vendor who reuses the same plastic to make another part. 

Narrator 

By rethinking its shipping needs Nypro Oregon was able to substitute a single strap for yards of shrink 
wrap. 

John Wilson-Nypro Oregon 

We've gotten away from using these stretch film that we used in the beginning to wrap the totes to the 
pallet. By going to a nylon strapping system which is the only thing that gets discarded when these are put 
into the production area of our customers. We no longer have to cut off all the plastic wrap…throw it in the 
dumpster…which is a total waste. 

Narrator 

Norm Thompson is a Portland-based retailer with extensive catalog operations. They reuse vendor wastes. 

 
Norm Thompson Shipping/Receiver Worker 

We're in the shipping and receiving department of Norm Thompson Early Winters and Solutions where the 
vendors send their product in to be put in our catalog. We have the boxes that come in with item inside 
them wrapped nice and neat so they don't get broken. We have paper…then the item is actually wrapped in 
bubble wrap. And we have packaging peanuts in the bottom to protect it. All of these items are recycled 
and reused by us and other people in the area. 

We'll bring'em over here. The paper goes into the round file. The bubble wrap goes in here. And then the 
packaging peanuts are dumped into a box with a plastic liner. And when it's full we remove that and we 
send this to a pottery shop in Portland Oregon where they send their pottery back out with the peanuts. The 
boxes are broken down and put into a container that's taken outside and the recycled. And we have the 
program where we actually take the item and send it back to the vendor using the same packaging materials 
that's left over…the paper mainly. We don't like to send this back. And the bubble wrap.. we send to the 
Epson company over here and they reuse it. 

Section 2: Rethinking In-House Processes 

 
John Maher-Maher Fine Art 

Hi I'm John Maher. I'm a professional artist working full time. I work in photography. I make black and 
white prints and I hand color them using small brushes and cotton swabs. In the studio I try to reuse any 
materials I can. One example is these cut frames. They come to me wrapped in this foam cloth like this. 
After I assemble the frames I reuse this to pack the frames —send them off to galleries or off to a customer. 
So it comes in very handy and then the galleries once again them when they send them out. So this is 



multiple use product this foam packaging material. 

These pieces of mat are what are left after cutting down larger mats. They're too small to be used for 
anything besides backing up more mats being cut. Which is what I am doing here. Rather than recycling 
them…I'm reusing them to back up these new mats being cut. After awhile they become totally cut through. 
Turn it around use the other side. And when that's finished that's when they get recycled. 

Narrator 

Sam Armstrong, one of Nypro Oregon's sharp-eyed employees saw that a few changes could make their dry 
air canisters reuseable. 

Sam Armstrong-Nypro Oregon 

This is a dry air canister that we blow hot air through to remove the moisture from the air that we use to dry 
our plastic that we process here. These canisters cost 600 dollars apiece. We use about 100 of them a 
month. We found by taking the four bolts out of the top and sliding the screen which contains the descant 
and drilling three little holes in here and draining the descant into a cardboard gaylord and then putting new 
descant in it and resealing it with bolts and then putting it back together and reusing it. To do that costs us 
$1.57 compared to the $600 that it cost to buy this one brand new. So 100 times 600 compared to 100 times 
$1.57 is quite a substantial savings for the company and for the community. 

After insuring that you have a sturdy and sound ladder, you may start to use it. 

Narrator 

Nypro Oregon also uses plastic pallets for in-house transportation. These pallets cut down on wood waste 
and don't shed fibers in their clean room operations. 

Section 3: Preventing Waste for Customers 

 
Narrator 

Involving customers in the waste prevention process can reap dividends for the environment and for the 
bottom line. 

 

Norm Thompson Catalog Representative 

Thanks for callling Norm Thompson. My name is Anna how can I help you? Okay now since one of the 
items that you ordered is not in stock today we'd like to do is ship them all together when it does arrive. 
This is convenient for you because you only receive one box with all of your items. And it helps us reduce 
our environmental impact by minimizing packaging material and conserving energy used to ship items. 
You'd like to do that then? Great …that's what we'll do.We'll ship all your items together…. 

Derek Smith-Norm Thompson 



We did some quick calculations and we found the one event of packaging including the material cost., the 
labor cost and shipping cost of putting a package together actually costs us $8.00. So anything you can do 
to reduce the number of events …packaging events will save…contribute directly to the bottom line. We 
figured out that if we hit a 20 percent goal…one out of five opportunities to do that…annualize that will 
contribute over three hundred thousand dollars directly to our bottom line. 

Narrator 

With operations internationally, Wilsonville-based Mentor Graphics keeps an eye on the waste prevention 
possibilities of new media. 

Roger Williams-Mentor Graphics 

No too many years ago for a set up of a computer this was the documentation required. It was in excess of a 
hundred pounds to ship it to a customer. Customers with multiple systems would receive multiple copies. 
Thus it could result in pallets of documentation and manuals going to a customer. Today this is what we 
ship it has three three ring binders and media. 

Narrator 

With about 3,000 members, First Alternative keeps an eye on the waste it sends home with the groceries. 

Jonathan Carroll-First Alternative Grocery 

At First Alternative we try to promote the use of non-paper bags. We do this in a couple of ways. We have 
canvas bags we supply at cost for people to use. We also have a bag lending program. A volunteer has 
made bags out of recycled curtains and other fabrics. And people can use these reuse bags if they forget 
their canvas bags. And we also give people a nickel off for every bag they reuse for their groceries. 

Section 4: Reducing Toxic Materials 

 
John Maher-Maher Fine Art 

In terms of toxic reduction…this spray adhesive is what I used to use to mount my prints. It's very nasty 
stuff. Bad for the lungs. Bad for the ozone. And I really wanted to find some way to replace it. What I 
found was a roll on adhesive. Non toxic, archival—won't get brittle—lasts forever and no fumes from it. 
You just pour liquid in the back here. Rolls on to the print… and it's ready to go. No fumes as I said and no 
cans either when we're finished with it. 

Derek Smith-Norm Thompson 

We also are working with our vendors to phase out certain toxic materials out of our products. For example 
PVC and we're phasing in organic cotton to reduce toxic impacts of our products. 

Section 5: Turning Waste Into Resources 

John Maher-Maher Fine Art 



 
This material was in the back of a pickup truck on its way to a landfill. Salvage experts spotted it and got it 
for the asking. He in turn sold it to me. And I'm using it to ship out my frames. 

Narrator 

And Norm Thompson employees turn food waste into garden mulch through composting. 

Each of these firms took steps to reduce and reuse the items they purchased. By preventing waste they 
saved money, resources and the environment. You can do it too. 

Just ask yourself the following questions. 

Can we do more with what we have? 

Can we use what we have more effectively? 

Can we substitute a material that is less toxic? 

Can we use fewer disposable products? 

Can we work with our vendors and customers? 

Can we buy it used? 

John Maher-Maher Fine Art 

Instead of buying equipment new I try to buy used whenever I can. In this case I have shelves that the 
rebuilding center salvaged from a business. I got them for $30 rather than probably about $300 they would 
have cost me new. 

Narrator 

Waste prevention saves money, saves labor, saves storage space and saves natural resources and energy. 
Using resources wisely is good for the environment and good for the bottom line. Go beyond the bin. Stop 
waste before it begins. 

To learn how to start your own waste prevention program contact your city or county recycling coordinator, 
or your Orgeon Department of Environmental Quality regional office.	  


